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1: 10 Real World Princesses Who Don't Need Disney Glitter | HuffPost Life
If you thought Princess Charlotte was the only princess worth knowing about, perhaps you haven't been following all of
the other regal heirs around the world. 11 Real-Life Princesses You.

When her father Maurice is imprisoned by a hideous beast , Belle sacrifices her own freedom in return for his.
Emma Watson portrays Belle in the live-action adaptation, which is also titled Beauty and the Beast. The Los
Angeles Times hailed Belle as one of the Disney Princesses responsible for "break[ing] the bonds of
convention". Jasmine is fierce, bold, and confident, rarely allowing anyone to tell her how to live her life.
Jasmine hungers for independence, tired of the restrictions laid before her by her father. She falls in love with
Aladdin while he is disguised as a prince after he takes her on a romantic ride on a magic carpet. Princess
Jasmine is voiced by Linda Larkin , animated by Mark Henn , and her singing voice is provided by Lea
Salonga in the feature film and Liz Callaway in the direct-to-video sequel. Naomi Scott will star as Jasmine in
a live-action film adaptation of Aladdin. Jasmine is one of the first Disney princesses to identify as a minority[
clarification needed ] and to be a part of a movie taking place in an area other than Europe. While a part of the
new line of progressive princesses, shown by how Jasmine is more likely to leave the castle and has immense
curiosity about the world beyond the palace walls, critics have judged her for her reliance on a man, sexuality
that is displayed more than in the other princesses prior, and for her false representation of Middle Eastern
culture. In terms of the body. Jasmine, although still small-waisted is "filmed" in more active sequences and
appears, through both the physical presence and activity in scenes, more athletic. Pocahontas is displayed as a
noble, independent and highly spiritual young woman. She expresses wisdom beyond her years and offers
kindness and guidance to those around her. An adventurer and nature lover, in the film she appears to have
shamanic powers since she was able to communicate with nature, spirits, and animals and understand foreign
languages. Despite this, she keeps her independent spirit and playfulness and is even much more mature and
self-assured than she was in the first film. During her stay in England, she nearly loses herself in the hustle and
bustle of the new world, consequently falling victim to western culture assimilation. Like Jasmine,
Pocahontas, and her film, are criticized for the depiction of over-sexualized females in a culturally diverse
world. Both princesses are shown with small waists, large almond eyes, and incredibly athletic ability that
none of the Caucasian Disney princesses represent. Further, the film has been met with criticism from the
Native American community as heralding colonialism and an invalid, romanticized representation of an
important figure to the Powhatan people. She is considered to be one of the most independent Disney
princesses. Mulan, atypical and unlike most previous female roles, is courageous and more self-reliant. She
also does not fit in with the expectations of a young Chinese girl of the time; despite her natural beauty, she is
clumsy, outspoken, and independent rather than graceful, silent and demure. After her meeting with the
matchmaker ended in chaos, the matchmaker claimed that even though she had the looks of a bride, she would
never find a match. However, her courage, intelligence, and determination helped her through her adventures,
in which she disguises herself as a male soldier in order to fight in the Chinese army in place of her wounded
father. Liu Yifei is set to portray Mulan in a live-action adaptation of the animated film. Because of this, many
see Mulan as a positive role model in her determination, risk-taking, and her conclusion of saving all of China.
Her film is loosely based on the novel The Frog Princess by E. Tiana is portrayed as being a hardworking,
ambitious, and beautiful young woman who has no love interest at the start of the film. Living in New
Orleans, Louisiana, Tiana strives to achieve her goal of opening her own restaurant an ambition inspired by
the accomplishments of real-life restaurateur Leah Chase. Throughout the film, the pair must embark on a
quest to find a way to break the spell. Unlike her past counterparts, Tiana has received more praise than
criticism for her depiction of female independence and of minority culture. Instead, Tiana offers a new
perspective as simply a hard-working woman who bears no reliance on a man. Rapunzel Tangled Rapunzel is
the tenth Disney Princess. Created by screenwriter Dan Fogelman , Rapunzel was originally animated by Glen
Keane and is voiced by recording artist and actress Mandy Moore. The character was "coronated" and
inducted into the Disney Princess franchise on October 2, , at Kensington Palace in London, England.
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Incarcerated in an isolated tower for eighteen years, Rapunzel enlists the help of a wanted thief named Flynn
Rider to see the floating lanterns in time for her 18th birthday. Rapunzel is the first Disney Princess to debut in
a CGI film but is frequently revamped to a traditionally animated design. The character has been generally
well received by most critics. The Los Angeles Times described Rapunzel as "a very modern young woman".
She was created by director and screenwriter Brenda Chapman. Merida is the year-old daughter of Queen
Elinor, who rules the kingdom alongside King Fergus. She has honed her skill in archery and is one of the
most skilled archers ever seen. She is also skilled in sword-fighting and cross-country horse riding on her
horse, Angus. Further, her stubbornness and independence have generally resonated with feminists, as well as
her near entire rejection of "princess duties" like marrying a man and looking proper. By her actions
throughout the film, Disney makes Merida the spokesperson of bravery. The mine cave features what Disney
Imagineers say are "some of the most advanced Audio-Animatronics characters ever created. Currently, all the
princesses are available for meet-and-greets in Disneyland Resort in California. Additionally, In , as part of the
"Year of Million Dreams" celebration, the Fantasyland Theater began hosting the Disneyland Princess Fantasy
Faire, a show featuring Lords and Ladies that taught young boys and girls the proper etiquette to be a prince or
princess and features appearances from the Disney Princesses. In , Rapunzel was given a Tangled
meet-and-greet location.
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2: How to Behave Like a Princess (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Real-Life Princesses. Catherine (Kate) Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge photos/www.enganchecubano.com Kate
recently married Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, the son of Prince Charles and Princess Diana, and the grandson of
Queen Elizabeth II.

Kate will not receive the official title of Princess until her father-in-law, Prince Charles, becomes King, but
she can still technically be described as a princess. She and Prince William have already shown great support
to a number of causes, including the armed forces, children, the elderly, art, sport, environmental conservation
and health. HH Princess Ameerah supports a wide range of humanitarian interests in both Saudi Arabia and
around the world. Princess Sirivannavari is interested in the arts and sports, and represented Thailand in
badminton in at 23rd South East Asian Games in the Philippines. In she was included as 16th on the list of the
"20 Hottest Young Royals", compiled by Forbes. She has aunts and uncles, not including their own spouses.
The princess has been outspoken against the custom of polygamy, and is an aspiring actress and rapper
commonly known as "Pashu" In Swaziland. Currently, the princess is studying for a master of digital
communications degree at Sydney University, in Australia. Many also have princes and princesses, some of
whom inherited their title from birth and some of whom gained the title through marriage. One thing they all
have in common, however, is a sense of service to their people. Modern-day princesses spend most of their
time helping others and raising awareness for the charities, causes and organizations that they believe in.
Below is a list of some of our most notable contemporary princesses around the world, as well as the good
work they do and the causes they champion by sharing their inner sparkle with the worldâ€¦. Princess
Alexandra is a patron of the arts and medical research, and is one of the most active members of the Royal
Family. She takes part in roughly engagements each year across the UK and overseas. Known for her
extensive charitable work, The Princess Royal carries out the most engagements over of any member of the
Royal Family per year, and is involved with over charities and organizations in an official capacity, including
Save the Children, which she has been president of since She is also a gold medal-winning equestrienne and
is the only member of the British Royal Family to have competed in the Olympic Games. The Princesses
Beatrice and Eugenie of York, b. Being young princesses, they have both just begun to have official duties,
but have supported causes such as the Teenage Cancer Trust. Princess Michael is an author, and has published
several books on the royal families of Europe. She has also worked as an interior decorator. The Duchess is
the patron of numerous organizations, supporting the arts, education, animal welfare, medicine and youth
services. She has a special interest in working with children, and supports education, the empowerment of
women and literacy. She is also active in the fight against epidemics and pandemics as well as domestic
violence. Princess Claire was made a Princess of Belgium on the day of her marriage to Prince Laurent, in
The couple have three children, including Princess Louise Sophie Mary b. Princess Claire supports
environmental causes and animal charities and is a leading patron of the Brussels Choral Society. Her interests
include fashion, art, furniture restoration, painting, and animal rights. She is a vegetarian and often expresses
herself creatively through unusual fashion choices. Denmark Princess Alexandra of Luxembourg b. She is
currently a student at Franciscan University in Steubenville, Ohio, lecturing in history, philosophy and
literature. She has been heiress presumptive to the throne of Monaco since She has been a singer, swimwear
designer and fashion model. Princess Charlene of Monaco, b. She is also a former South African Olympic
swimmer. She also serves as a global ambassador for the Special Olympics, and is charged with promoting
respect and inclusion for people with intellectual disabilities to a worldwide audience. She was a member of a
special parliamentary commission which sought to recommend ways to increase the participation of female
immigrants in the workforce. The Princess herself is trilingual; she speaks Dutch, English, and her native
Spanish. In , she was appointed a U. She participates in conferences around the world representing the
Netherlands. Princess Laurentien of the Netherlands b. Princess Laurentien has a long record of fighting
against illiteracy in the Netherlands. Originally a Norwegian commoner and a single mother, she was a
controversial figure at the time of her engagement to Prince Haakon in As Crown Princess, she has
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championed humanitarian projects and the arts, as well as taking part in official visits at home and abroad. She
is mother to three children, including Princess Ingrid Alexandra b , who is second in the line of succession to
the Norwegian throne. She is fourth in the line of succession to the Norwegian throne. She and the princes
have two daughters, Infanta Leonor and Infanta Sofia. As heir to the Swedish throne, Victoria attends the
regular Advisory Council on Foreign Affairs and the information councils with Government ministers headed
by the King, and steps in as a temporary regent when needed. She also takes part in all official activities and
national celebrations, and oversees The Crown Princess Victoria Fund, which supports children with
functional disabilities or chronic illnesses. Princess Estelle is second in line to the Swedish throne. Princess
Madeleine of Sweden b. Princess Madeleine is also a fine equestrienne, and enjoys skiing and the arts.
Princess Birgitta of Sweden and Hohenzollern b. She lives on the island of Majorca in Spain, where she does a
lot of charitable work. She also has her own golf competition, the Princess Birgitta Trophy, at her home golf
course. She takes part in all Swedish Royal Family events and activities. She attended the Royal Military
Academy in Sandhurst and American University, and is currently pursuing a higher degree in veterinary
studies. Princess Raiyah Bint Al-Hussein b. She has a masters degree in Japanese and International Relations,
and she lives and works in Japan. She enjoys polo and martial arts. Princess Iman bint Al Abdullah b. Their
mother, Queen Rania, is dedicated to quality global education. Princess Haya bint Al Hussein, b. Princess
Haya has also won many awards for her excellent equestrianism. Princess Kesang Choden Wangchuck of
Bhutan b. As a young princess her grandmother, Queen Sisowath Kossamak, chose her to become a dancer
early in her life. At the age of 15, she became the premiere dancer of the Royal Ballet, and at the age of 18,
she was granted the title of prima ballerina. Japan Crown Princess Masako of Japan b. She holds a BA in
Economics and in addition to her native Japanese, she is fluent in English and French, and conversant in
several other languages. Princess Akishino Kiko b. Commonly known as Princess Kiko, she received her MA
in psychology and is known for her continuing interest in deaf culture. She is a skilled sign language
interpreter. She and the prince have three children. Princess Mako of Akishino b. Princess Kako of Akishino b.
Princess Hitachi of Japan b. She is president of various organizations that concern themselves with welfare
and the arts. She has also translated various children books from English into Japanese. She is honorary
president of various charitable organizations, especially those concerned with the preservation of traditional,
Japanese culture. She also plays an active role in the Japanese Red Cross Society. She holds degrees in history
and a doctorate in Educational Development and speaks fluent English, French and Chinese. An accomplished
musician, she plays the trumpet and several Thai traditional instruments. She also teaches at the History
Department of the Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy, where she is the nominal head of the department.
Princess Srirasmi of Thailand b. She runs the "Kamlangjai" project to support Thai women in incarceration
including pregnant inmates and their babies. She also sponsors a foundation to help poor people in rural areas
affected by natural disasters. Princess Chulabhorn Walailak of Thailand b. She studied chemistry at university
and is heavily involved in the promotion of scientific research. She has two daughters, the Princess
Siribhachudhabhorn, b. Princess Ubolratana Rajakanya of Thailand b. She relinquished her royal title and
settled in the United States with her husband, Peter Ladd Jensen, but came back to Thailand after divorcing in
, and has increasingly taken part in royal ceremonies. The princess has three children, but her only son, who
was a victim of autism, perished in the tsunami that swept Thailand and other countries in the region. Morocco
Princess Lalla Salma of Morocco b. She studied engineering and worked as a service engineer for a few years.
She has two children, including the Princess Lalla Khadija of Morocco b. Princess Lalla Meryem of Morocco
b. She serves as the President of Social Works of the Royal Army Forces, and focuses much of her work on
behalf of women and children. Princess Lalla Asma of Morocco b. Princess Hasna is interested in social and
cultural activities, with special emphasis on environmental issues in Morocco. In she launched the national
campaign for the protection of the environment and gave the prize for the most beautiful and cleanest beach in
Morocco.
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3: Beautiful Real-Life Princesses Names | GoMama 24/7
Except in actual real life, Pocahantas was more like 11 years old at the time of the whole John Smith thing. Of course
Disney was basing the movie more on historical legend than actual history.

If yes, then why not have a look at the baby girl names after princess? Choosing a meaningful baby name is a
responsible job for the parents. Below is a list of baby girl names inspired by the princesses from different
regions. Adela was a princess of an old Northwestern France province called Normandy. Aimee The name has
French and Latin origins. Aimee means someone who is loved. Also, a born princess of Orange-Nassau was
called Aimee. Ariane In Greek, the name means a pure or holy soul. Also, the young and graceful princess of
Netherlands is known as Ariane. Cecilia The name Cecilia has different meanings in different cultures. The
name is associated with Caecilius, a Roman clan. Also, the name was entered into the British territory by a
daughter of William the Conqueror. Eleanor Eleanor means a bright or shining light in English. The name is
also spelled as Eleanore, Ellinor or Elenor. In the 11th century, there was a lady named Eleanor who was the
aunt of William the Conqueror. Also, Eleanor was the first wife of Ralph I of Vermandois. Eleanora The name
Eleanora and Eleanor mean the same. Eleanora has different meanings in various regions. She never married
throughout her life. Eugenie The name means nobility. Eugenie is a majestic name as it is related to the French
Empress Eugenie, the wife of Napoleon lll. Fanny Fanny is a trendy name which means someone who is free
or someone who is from France. The name Fanny is related to many popular personalities from various fields.
Fanny Kekelaokalani was a member of the majestic family of the Kingdom of Hawaii. Gisela was a French
princess in the 14th century who was married to the Normandy duke, Rollo. Irina In English, Irina means
tranquillity or peace. Irina Alexandrovna was a Russian princess born in She was the daughter of Grand Duke
Alexander Mikhailovich. Laetitia The name Laetitia signifies joy or happiness. Laetitia Maria is the princess
of Belgium. She is the cousin of Queen Elizabeth I. Letizia The name refers to someone glad or happy.
Magdalena A woman belonging to Magdala is known as Magdalena. It is also a popular river in southwestern
Colombia. The daughter of Philip IV was also named Magdalena. Matlida Matlida is a powerful feminine
name which means Battle maiden. Natalia Natalia means a woman who is born on Christmas. The name has
majestic significance due to being associated with Princess Natalia Alexandrovna of Russian Empire. Renee
The name Renee signifies resurrection or rebirth. Renee is a French origin name. Tatiana The name refers to a
female member of the Roman family clan called Tatius. The name has Latin origin and also called Tanya in
short. There was a Russian princess named Princess Tatiana Konstantinovna who was born in Vera Vera
means faith or true. A born Russian princess was named Princess Vera Constantinovna. A research is needed
to confirm the details and origin of the names before selecting one from the list.
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4: How 18 Disney Princesses Would Look in Real Life â€“ Chip Chick
When it comes to princesses, many of us think of the Disney characters that we've all grown to love. But while names
like Tiana and Elsa have inspired many parents to name their own little princesses after Disney's royalty, there are many
real life princesses with beautiful names that can.

Posted by Andrea Howe Last month I wrote about my daughter, and the tale of her becoming a princess. I told
the story of how years later, she still pretends to be a princess and dresses up on a regular basis with friends
and cousins. Watching her continue with this stage of innocence, and seeing her imagination evolve into more
elaborate play scenarios brings so much joy to me, and it inspired me to reach out to friends to see the real life
princesses in their lives. I encouraged them to share pictures of their princesses playing in their natural,
everyday environments, and many included sweet stories and tales of their girls when they sent their pictures
along. They define what it truly means to be a princess. Click through for scenes from the everyday lives of
some real life princesses that will inspire. Days like when you will be meeting a fellow princess for the very
first time. You know that true beauty comes from within, but you also know the importance of making a good
first impression. Life does not stop or even slow down, so sometimes you have to run to catch it. Photo of
Harper courtesy of Tera Never Take Yourself Too Seriously Sometimes princesses have a reputation of not
liking to have fun, or work hard, but every princess I know is strong, playful and never takes herself too
seriously. A real life princess, is loyal through and through, and is a kind and caring friend. Photo of Taylor
courtesy of Andrea Playful Life should be enjoyed, and a princess knows that to enjoy it to the fullest, you
must work hard and play hard. There is always plenty of time to have fun. Photo of Katelyn courtesy of Alissa
Curious and Brave Some days there are things that both spark your curiosity, and scare you a little. But a
princess knows that you must be curious and brave, and so you face your fears, and promise to always keep
your curious nature. Your gown can always be cleaned, but the chance to work hard may not always be there.
They are meant to be courteous and respectful to her family and friends, so a princess always makes sure to
curtsy and bow when needed. Photo of Katelyn courtesy of Alissa Lending A Helping Hand A princess knows
that family comes first, and so is always ready and willing to lend a helping hand to her family, especially her
favorite little sister. No task is too small or too large, and helping to get sister dressed is one of the most
important tasks of all. They know that people, especially baby sisters, look up to them, and try their best to
always show compassion, love and honesty. Photo of Maggie and Alexandra courtesy of Courtney Brave and
Strong A real life princess may not always fit the typical mold, with fancy dresses and glittery shoes. They
may choose to look up to someone important in their lives that models a different path for them. A princess
must always wear her crown though. Photo of Leila courtesy of Heather Gracious A real life princess is
gracious and appreciative. She is a thoughtful and considerate host, and always shows good will to her guests.
Photo of Miranda courtesy of Maura Dare To Be Different Everyday a princess has to decide if she will follow
the paths of others, or set her own trail by daring to be different. In fact she embraces her uniqueness. Photo of
Peyton courtesy of Kate So what is your real life princess like? What are some of her most rewarding traits
that truly embrace what it means to be a princess.
5: Real Princess - Free online games for Girls and Kids
This Is What Disney Princesses Would Look Like In Real Life BuzzFeedVideo. This Is What Disney Princesses Would
Look Like In Real Disney Princess S1 â€¢ E5 Disney Princess Go Back To.

6: best Real-Life Princesses images on Pinterest | Royalty, Queen and Crowns
Real Princesses Whose Actual Life Stories Are Better Than Disney's Modern-day princesses come from all walks of
lifeâ€”some were even born in America. By Molly Mulshine â€¢ 04/02/15 am.
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7: Jirka Vinse Jonatan VÃ¤Ã¤tÃ¤inen
Famous Princesses around the World (Today)- Princess Madeleine of Sweden, Princess Mary Elizabeth of Denmark,
Princess Letizia of Spain, Queen Rania of Jordan, Princess and Queen Beatrix of The Netherlands, Koningin Beatrix
van Nederland, real life princesses in the world, Princess Zara Philips of England.

8: 15 Baby Names Inspired by Real Life Princesses | Disney Baby
I decided to do a, disney princess pool party, which is where I show, Disney princess, who are sort of regular, girls, at a
pool party, but theres no, boys, at the pool party, and they're all.

9: Behold: Disney Princes And Princesses Reimagined As Real People | HuffPost
Jirka VÃ¤Ã¤tÃ¤inen is a year-old graphic artist based in Melbourne, Australia, and he has been taking the Internet by
storm this week with his stunning interpretations of what our favorite.
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